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Guidelines for marking Expression in Schriftliche Produktion (a) and (b)  

(Start = 5; Content = 15; expression marked out of 10 or 7) 
Start (St.), Content (C) and Expression (Ex.) to be marked consecutively. 
N.B.     Bracket off  irrelevant content [………], do not include for judging Expression. 

Errors:         Mark in red, circle repeated errors, do nor repenalise 
                      Put circled T for errors in tense usage. 
                      GroE- and Kleinschreibung underline wrongly written letter. 
                      Underline other mistakes, putting double line under mistakes in  
                      verb endings and word-order. (Put W.O. in the left-hand margin) 
N.B. If the content mark is 7 or less, use the reduced (0-7) for expression and write “Lower Ex.”

         to indicate this. 

                                                              Expression marks 
Äuȕerung
Or Schr. Prd.      Schr. Prd. 
  Lower Ex.      Full scale    
    if C � 7 

Total = 
7

Total = 10 Category Descriptions 

   0 - 2 0 – 4 

Vocabulary very inadequate, possibly with English words and 
interference from English syntax; word order, especially verb 
position, very frequently wrong; verb forms/tense generally 
incorrect 
Many spelling mistakes, serious grammar errors; cases 
generally incorrect;  few correct agreements 

3 - 5 5 - 7 
Vocabulary use quite good – generally adequate and 
appropriate, with perhaps, some German idiom. Only 
occasional word order mistakes. 
Few errors in verb forms/tenses. 

Not too many spelling mistakes. Few serious/frequent minor 
grammar errors; cases, agreements, endings correct more often 
than not, especially at upper end of category. 

6 –7 8 –10 
Vocabulary use good – rich, idiomatic and appropriate. Few 
word order mistakes. Good verb forms/tense formation. 
Spelling mistakes rare, grammar generally correct: 
Good level of accuracy in cases, verb endings and agreements.  

N.B. Take a global view of the language use (E = Expression) to locate the candidate’s work in 
 the most appropriate category.
Reasonable Accommodations: Where a spelling/grammar waiver has been granted, the mark 
awarded within a category will be based on the vocabulary, tense formation and word order 
elements only and not on spelling and spelling-related grammar.
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SCHRIFTLICHE PRODUKTION: 30 marks           (St. = 5, C = 15, Ex. = 10) 

(a) Letter  

St. (5)   Completing the first paragraph. Insertion of appropriate sentences.  (5 x 1mark)
x waren die Prüfungen (1)                 
x ist das Wetter schrecklich (1)
x Es regnet (1) 
x dass man einen Pullover (1)
x zu erzählen (1) 

Put St. mark in right hand margin, at the bottom of the letter. 

C (15)     The body of the letter … 15 marks as indicated below. 

A. (3)        Say when you are having your graduation ball (1)
                  Say where (1)
                  Say who (students/teachers/parents) is going (1)

B. (3) Say whom you are bringing as a partner (1)
                 Explain his/her age (1)
                 Describe what he/she looks like (1)

   Look for any TWO of the following (1, 1) 
C. (2) Describe what you are planning to wear
                 Describe what your partner/ best friend is planning to wear
             Describe what others are planning to wear 
                                

D. (4) Explain by whom  the evening is organized: (1)
                   Look for THREE aspects of the event (1, 1, 1)  
                        e.g.  transport , food , music , dancing  ….
      

E. (2) Say you are looking forward to the evening  (1)
               Ask if something similar takes place in Austria. (1)

Cl. (1)         Write a suitable closing sentence for your letter. 

Ex.  (10)  Use the grid on Page 19 to calculate expression mark in relation to C (Content)
Add St., C and Ex. to give overall mark 
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(b) Picture Story 
St. (5)   Completing the first paragraph / Insertion of appropriate sentences.  (5 x 1mark)

x für Deutsch und Sport (1) 
x Im zweiten Jahr (1)
x Eine Informationswoche (1)
x Im Ausland machen (1)
x plant ein Jahr in Magdeburg (1)

Put St. mark in right hand margin, at the bottom of the picture story. 
C (15)   (pictures 2 –6) … 15 marks as indicated below. 

Possible details: Look for relevant details, usually 3 points per picture.

A (3)     Sarah arrives in Magdeburg Hauptbahnhof. 
   She carries a rucksack and a suitcase / some sports gear  
               She gets on a tram/ LINIE 7 to the UNIVERSITÄT 

B (3) She arrives at the accommodation agency at the university. 
   She has her suitcase (and sports gear) with her 
   She talks to a lady behind a counter /the lady tells her about 
   a free room. 

C (3)     The lady  asks Sarah to fill in a form  
   She asks for her passport  
   Sarah looks shocked.  
               She thinks of her rucksack left  on the tram 7 

D (3) Sarah enters a police station.  
   She is crying /worried 
   A nice policeman gets her rucksack from behind his desk/ gives her the rucksack. 
   Sarah is relieved/ very happy 

E (3) Sarah arrives with rucksack and suitcase at WG EUROPA.  
  Julio Da Vinci , Pierre De Gaulle  and Shauna O’Doherty live there   
  Julio opens the door and welcomes Sarah 
  Pierre and Shauna are at a table with a big pot of spaghetti 
  They are happy to see Sarah arrive.     
Ex.   (10)     Use the grid on Page 19 to calculate expression mark in relation to C (Content)

Add St., C and Ex. to give overall total. 


